Abstract. We extend the theory of Cellular Automata to arbitrary, time-varying graphs. In other words we formalize, and prove theorems about, the intuitive idea of a labelled graph which evolves in time -but under the natural constraint that information can only ever be transmitted at a bounded speed, with respect to the distance given by the graph. The notion of translation-invariance is also generalized. The definition we provide for these 'causal graph dynamics' is simple and axiomatic. The theorems we provide also show that it is robust. For instance, causal graph dynamics are stable under composition and under restriction to radius one. In the finite case some fundamental facts of Cellular Automata theory carry through: causal graph dynamics admit a characterization as continuous functions, and they are stable under inversion. The provided examples suggest a wide range of applications of this mathematical object, from complex systems science to theoretical physics.
Introduction
A question. There are countless situations in which some agents (e.g. physical systems [19] , computer processes [28] , biochemical agents [27] , economical agents [22] , users of social networks, etc.) interact with their neighbours, leading to a global dynamics, the state of each agent evolving through the interactions. In most of these situations, the topology, i.e. who is next to whom also varies in time (e.g. agents become physically connected, get to exchange contact details, move around, etc.). The general concept of a dynamics caused by neighbourto-neighbour interactions and with a time-varying neighbourhood, is therefore quite natural. At the mathematical level, however, this general concept turns out to be rather difficult to formalize. We can, of course, readily define some specific models which appear to fall in this category. But the more foundational question of understanding what defines 'causal dynamics with time-varying neighbourhoods' in general, and what fundamental facts arise from the rigorous definitions we may put forward, is a slippery one.There are at least three difficulties. The first is that the neighbourhood relation plays a double role in this story, as it is both a constraint upon the global dynamics, and a subject of the global dynamics, which modifies it. The second is that, as agents get created and deleted, the notion of who has become whom is not so obvious, but this notion is needed in order to state the causality property that only neighbours may communicate in one step of time. The third is to express that the global dynamics should 'act everywhere the same', a property akin to translation-invariance. . . but arbitrary graphs do not admit such translations.
Two scenarios. In a mobile phone network, the agents could be the mobile phones, and their neighbours the mobile phones that they can call, i.e. the ones whose phone numbers is in their list of contacts. In this picture, the global state of the network can then thought of as a directed labelled graph, with each vertex representing a mobile phone having some internal state, and the edges representing the neighbourhood relation. The entire graph evolves in time, but this global dynamics emerges from a neighbour-to-neighbour interactions. In other words, during one call duration, information can only propagate to the nearest neighbour. Although neighbours change in time, they do in a relatively controlled manner: new contacts are always contacts of contacts. Sometimes new mobile phones get created, and others get thrown out. In general relativity, the agents could be some particles which lie at particular locations of a smooth Riemannian manifold, and the neighbours those particles which lie not too far away in the manifold, due to the absolute bound on the speed of information. The notion of bounded speed, however, is defined relative to the metric of the manifold, which changes in time according to the mass of the particles. Again it changes in a relatively controlled manner, as far-away perturbations in mass repartition should not impact the local metric. Sometimes particles scatter and others get emitted.
Two approaches. Cellular Automata research lies at the cross-point between Physics, Mathematics, and Computer Science. Cellular Automata consist of a grid of identical square cells, each of which may take one of a finite number of possible states. The entire array evolves in discrete time steps. The dynamics is required to be translation-invariant (it commutes with translations of the grid) and causal (information cannot be transmitted faster than a fixed number of cells per time step). Whilst Cellular Automata are usually defined as exactly the functions having those physics-like symmetries, it turns out that they can also be characterized in purely mathematical terms as the set of translationinvariant continuous functions [16] for a certain metric. Moreover in a more Computer Science oriented-view, Cellular Automata can be seen as resulting from the synchronous application of the same local rule throughout the grid. These three complementary ways (physical causality, mathematical continuity and constructive locality) of addressing Cellular Automata are what anchors this field in rigorous foundations.This has led a large body of theoretical (set theoretical properties, dynamical properties, decidability properties, connections with tilings etc.) and applicative works (modelling of anything from sea shells to traffic jams). Still, restricting to a fixed grid has been perceived to be a limitation. As a consequence Cellular Automata definitions have been extended from grids to Cayley or hyperbolic graphs, where most of the theory carries though [29, 8, 17] . But these graphs are quite regular in many respects, for instance they are self-similar under translations. More recently Cellular Automata definitions have been extended to graphs [28, 9] , in order to describe certain distributed algorithms. In these extensions, the topology remained fixed: they would be unable to account for evolving mobile networks, nor discrete formulations of general relativity [36] . The second, related line of work is that of Graph Rewriting. The idea of rewriting graphs by applying some replacement rules has arisen as a natural generalization of term rewriting, and is now widespread in Computer Science [30, 12] . For instance it has been used in order to model situations ranging from the representation of programs with pointers and memory safety properties, to Object-oriented software engineering paradigms. Whilst Cellular Automata theory focuses on changing states and not the topology, Graph Rewriting focuses on changing the topology and not the states. But there are other fundamental differences. Whilst Cellular Automata theory focuses on the global dynamics resulting from the synchronous application of the same local rule throughout the graph, Graph Rewriting theory usually focuses on asynchronous applications of a rule which need not be local, this leading to an undefined global dynamics (hence the emphasis on properties such as confluence, non-interference, etc.). Amalgamated Graph Transformations [6, 26] and Parallel Graph Transformations [13, 37, 38] are noticeable exceptions in this respect, as they work out rigorous ways to apply local rewriting rules synchronously throughout the graph. Still the properties of the resulting global dynamics are not examined. This paper aims at extending the focus of Graph Rewriting to changing states, as well as to deduce aspects of Amalgamated/Parallel Graph Transformations from the axiomatic properties of the global dynamics.
Third way. The idea of a rigorous model of computation in which both the states and the topology evolve is certainly not new, and can be attributed to Kolmogorov and Upsenskii [20] , see also [33] . These models, as well as the more recent [31, 7] , are again asynchronous in a sense. There is no spatial parallelism, although it may be simulated [42] . Lately, several groups have taken a more practical approach to this problem, and have started to develop simulation environments [15, 43, 24] based on different programming paradigms, all of them implementing the idea of rewriting both the graph and its states via repeated applications of some replacement rules. These systems offer the possibility to apply the replacement rules simultaneously in different non-conflicting places. Such an evaluation strategy does provide some weak form of synchronism. Sometimes, when a set of rule is non-conflicting, this evaluation strategy happens to coincide with full synchronism. This pragmatic approach to extending Cellular Automata to time-varying graphs is advocated in [41, 23, 19] , and has led to some advanced algorithmic constructions [40, 39] This paper. Section 2 provides an equivalent of the translation-invariance condition of Cellular Automata dynamics; since general graphs do not admit translations this becomes an isomorphism-invariance. Section 3 provides the axiomatic definition of causal graph dynamics, and shows its equivalence with a more constructive definition expressed in terms of synchronous applications of local rules. It also provides two canonical examples of causal graph dynamics: Cellular Automata, the Inflating grid. Section 4 provides general robustness theorems such as stability under composition and restriction to radius one. Section 5 relates causality and continuity. As in the theory of Cellular Automata, we obtain that causal graph dynamics admit a characterization as continuous functions. In Section 6 we also show that they are stable under inversion. Section 7 provides a summary of the main results of this paper, also useful as a reading guide. It mentions numerous tracks for future research.
Graphs dynamics

Graphs
We fix an uncountable infinite set V of names. The vertices of the graphs we consider in this paper are uniquely identified by a name u in V . Vertices may also have a state σ(u) in Σ. Each vertex has several ports, numbered between 1 and a natural number π. A vertex and its port are written u : i. An edge is a pair (u : i, v : j). Edges also have a state δ(u : i, v : j) in ∆. In fact, the presence of an edge is held in the domain of the function δ. The definition is tailored so that we are able to cut the graph around some vertices, whilst keeping the information about the connectivity with the surrounding vertices. The choice of V uncountable but V (G) countable allows us to always pick fresh names. The edges are oriented, but for our dynamics to be compositional we need to define neighbours regardless of edge orientation:
Definition 2 (Neighbours). We write u ⌢ v if there exists ports i, j ∈ 1..π such that either δ(u :
The set of neighbours of radius r (a.k.a. of diameter 2r + 1) of a set A with respect to a graph G is the set of the vertices
Moving on, a pointed graph is just a graph where one, or sometimes several, vertices are privileged.
Definition 3 (Pointed graph). A pointer set of G is a subset of V (G).
A pointed graph is given by a graph G and pointer set A of G. The set of pointed graphs with states Σ, ∆ and degree π is written P Σ,∆,π .
Dynamics
Consider an arbitrary function from graphs to graphs. The difficulty we now address is that of expressing the condition that this function 'acts everywhere the same' -a property similar to that of translation-invariance in the realm of Cellular Automata. Of course arbitrary graphs do not admit translations; the first idea is that translation-invariance becomes an invariance under isomorphisms. In other words, the names of the vertices are somewhat immaterial, they can be renamed, unlike states and ports.
Definition 4 (Isomorphism).
An isomorphism R is a function from G Σ,∆,π to G Σ,∆,π which is specified by a bijection R(.) from V to V . The image of a graph G under the isomorphism R is a graph RG whose set of vertices is R(V (G)), and whose partial functions σ RG and δ RG are the compositions σ G • R −1 and δ G •R −1 respectively. When G and H are isomorphic we write G ≈ H. Similarly, the image of a pointed graphs P = (G, A) is the pointed graph RP = (RG, R(A)). When P and Q are isomorphic we write P ≈ Q.
It would seem that the graph dynamics we are interested in must commute with isomorphisms, as in [14] . Unfortunately, demanding straightforward commutation with isomorphisms would enter in conflict with the possibility to introduce new vertices.
Proposition 1 (Commuting forbids new vertices).
Let F be a function from G Σ,∆,π to G Σ,∆,π , which commutes with isomorphisms, i.e. such that for any isomorphism R,
Proof. Say there exists
✷ The question of circumventing this limitation has been pointed out to be a difficulty [35] . We propose to focus on the following, weaker property instead:
such that the following two conditions are met:
The definition extends to functions from P Σ,∆,π to G Σ,∆,π in the obvious way.
Note that both conditions in the above definition would have been entailed by straightforward commutation of F with every R. Moreover, condition (ii) still has a natural interpretation: to generate a fresh common vertex (inside
Even two persons bumping into each other in the street share a common medium: the street. Note that, due to this condition, dynamics send the empty graph to the empty graph.
Causal and localizable dynamics
Causal dynamics
Our goal in this Subsection is to define the notion of causality in an axiomatic way. Intuitively a dynamics is causal if the state and connectivity of each image vertex is determined by a small graph describing the state and connectivity of the neighbours of some antecedent vertex. Moreover, not only each image vertex is generated by an antecedent vertex, but also each antecedent vertex generates only a bounded number of image vertices. In order to make this into a formal definition we clearly need a notion of disk around a set of vertices, as well as a notion of antecedent.
-whose vertices V (G U ) are given by the neighbours of radius one of the set Dynamics make vertex names somewhat immaterial, but still do not prevent from using these names in order to identify the antecedent vertices of an image vertex.
Definition 8 (Antecedent codynamics). Let F be a dynamics from
G Σ,∆,π to G Σ,∆,π . We define the antecedent codynamics a() from V to subsets of V such that v ∈ a(v ′ ) if
and only if:
Lemma 1 (Properties of antecedents codynamics).
The word codynamics refers to this property.
is non-empty by the freshness condition.
[Codynamicity]
The following is our main definition. 
with a(.) the antecedent codynamics of F .
This definition captures, in a formal way, the physical idea that information propagate at a bounded velocity.
Localizable dynamics
The definition of causality does not provide us with a concrete way to construct such causal dynamics. We now introduce the more concrete notion of localizable dynamics, i.e. a dynamics which is induced by a local rule. The relationship between these two notions is postponed till Subsection 3.4. Hence let us thus shift our focus towards bottom-up, local mechanisms for rewriting graphs in a parallel manner. This construction is reminiscent of [6, 26] . We need a notion of union of graphs, and for this purpose we need a notion of consistency between the operands. -over the set U ′ = (V (G) ∩ V (H)) the partial functions σ G and σ H agree when they are both defined, meaning that:
-over the set U ′ the partial functions δ G and δ H agree when they are both defined, meaning that:
The definition extends to pointed graphs by ignoring the pointer sets.
Definition 11 (Union). Consider two consistent graphs G and H, we define the graph G ∪ H to be the graph:
The definition extends to pointed graphs by making the union of the pointer sets.
Roughly speaking the result of a localizable dynamics is the union of the result of the parallel application of a local rule, a concept which we now define. Here is the natural way to parallelize the application of the above-described local rules into a global dynamics. 
Examples of localizable dynamics
There are many, more specific-purpose models which a posteriori can be viewed as instances of the notion of causal graph dynamics developed in this paper [19, 28, 25, 27] . We now show via two examples that our model subsumes, but is not restricted to, Cellular Automata. Cellular automata. For some localizable dynamics, the graph is finite and does not change. Such dynamics are called bounded cellular automata. Some others slightly expand their border. Such dynamics are called finite unbounded cellular automata. One-dimensional finite unbounded cellular automata are usually defined as follows.
Definition 16 (Finite unbounded cellular automata). An alphabet Σ is a finite set of symbols, with a distinguished quiescent symbol q. A configuration c is a function Z → Σ, that is equal to q almost everywhere. A finite unbounded cellular automaton is a function H from configurations to configurations such that H(c)
Note that the use of quiescent states is an artifact to express that configurations are finite but unbounded, i.e. that they may grow arbitrarily large. A configuration c of such a Cellular Automaton can be represented as a finite graph as follows: there is an interval I = [n, p] such that c i = q whenever i / ∈ I. We take V (G) = I, π = 2, δ(x : 2, (x + 1) : 1) defined for x ∈ [n, p) and undefined otherwise. Note that the geometry is not expressed by the names of the cells, with 1 next to 2, etc., but by the edges of the graph. The local rule f is defined on disks of radius one as follows (only the significant cases are shown; and the dashed nodes may be present or not): which is indeed a representation of c ′ .
Proposition 2. The function f is a local rule, i.e. a consistent, bounded dynamics from disks of radius 1 to graphs.
Proof. [Dynamics, (i)] Let R be an isomorphism and R ′ be the function mapping 2n to 2R(n) and 2n+1 to 2R(n)+1. It is routine to check that
The graphs of the image of f have at most three vertices.
[Consistency] Consider two disks G -If b is even then a = 2n, and both q and q ′ were pointing to n in G. Hence q = q ′ and so b = b ′ .
✷
The inflating grid. In another extreme case, the graph gets radically modified as each vertex v gives rise to four vertices 4v, 4v + 1, 4v + 2, and 4v + 3. The general case of the local rule, defined on disks of radius zero, is the following: This inflating grid may also be viewed as a way to generate smaller and smaller structures in a fixed size system.
If we now include states in the guise of colours on vertices, start with a grey vertex and rewrite -a black vertex to a cluster of four black vertices, -and a grey vertex to a cluster of grey, grey, grey, and black vertices, we get the picture on the left. If, on the other hand, we rewrite -a black vertex to a cluster of four black vertices, -a white vertex to a cluster of white, white, white, and a black vertex, -and a grey vertex to a cluster of four white vertices, we get the picture on the right:
Causal is localizable
We now establish our main theorem: that a dynamics is causal if and only if it is localizable. On the one hand this shows that there is always a concrete way to construct a causal dynamics. On the other hand, this shows that the notion of a localizable dynamic is grounded on physical principles such as the bounded velocity of the propagation of information. Thus the Physical and the Computer Science-oriented notions coincide. A similar theorem is trivial for classical cellular automata, but much more challenging for instance for reversible cellular automata [18, 10, 3] , quantum cellular automata [4] , and graph dynamics. In contrast, the extension to probabilistic cellular automata fails [1] . [Dynamics, (i)] Consider an isomorphism R. Since f is a local rule, it is a dynamics, and so there exists R ′ such that f • R = R ′ • f . As a consequence for any G in G Σ,∆,π :
[Dynamics, (ii)] Consider some graphs (G (i) ) having empty intersection. Hence for all vertices (v i ) of these graphs, the corresponding neighbourhoods (G 
Due to the boundedness of disks of radius r and of f , this is a bounded union of bounded sets.
[⇒]. Suppose that F is a causal graph dynamics of radius r, and that it has antecedent codynamics a(.). We call a −1 (.) the reciprocal function of a(.), i.e. such that v
, and is empty otherwise. [Dynamics, (i)] We want to prove that for all R, R ′ • f = f • R, with R ′ a conjugate of F with respect to F . Notice that for any G r v :
They are equal since
[Bounded] The second causality condition states there exists
we have the boundedness of f .
[Consistent] Consider a graph G and two subdisks G 
Stability
In this section, we prove that causal graph dynamics are closed under composition. This is an important indicator of the robustness of this notion. Such a result holds trivially for classical and reversible cellular automata, but depends on the chosen definition for quantum [11, 34, 5] and probabilistic cellular automata [2] . We also show that causal dynamics of radius one are universal.
Lemma 2 (Past subgraph). Consider F a causal dynamics induced by the local rule f of radius r (i.e. diameter 2r + 1).
′ of length k − 1 less or equal to r ′ . In the worst case this path is of length r ′ = k − 1, and each vertex w . As a consequence, the vertex u is, in the worst case, connected with v by a path of length 2rr ′ + r + r ′ , where the first subterm of the sum is the path length across the first r ′ subgraphs G r vi , the second subterm is the path length inside the last subgraph, and the third subterm is the path length between the subgraphs . ✷ 
Theorem 2 (Composability
Proposition 3 (Universality of radius one). Consider F a causal dynamics of radius r = 2 l over G Σ,∆,π . There exists F ′ a causal dynamics of radius 1 over
Proof. Outline. Over the first i = 1 . . . l steps, the neighbours of radius 2 l are computed. More precisely, states of vertices are left identical, whereas an ancillary edge with state * is added between any two previously connected vertices. Moreover, the vertices count until stage l. At this point, the neighbours that were initially of radius r have become visible within a radius one. The local rule of F can apply, all ancillary edges be dropped, and counters be reset. ✷
Causal and continuous dynamics
The notion of causality (see Definition 9) , is based on the mathematical notion of uniform continuity: the radius r is independent of the vertex v and of the graph G. It is well-known that in general uniform continuity implies continuity, and that on compact spaces continuity implies uniform continuity. Such results have been extended to cellular automata [16] . We show here that they also extend to graph dynamics. Uniform continuity always implies continuity, and the converse holds when the state spaces are finite.
General case
We now develop a notion of continuity, and find out that it is equivalent to limit-preservation.
Definition 17 (Continuous dynamics).
A dynamics F from G Σ,∆,π to G Σ,∆,π is continuous if and only if:
with a(.) the antecedent codynamics of F . 
Proof.
[⇒] Suppose F continuous and having antecedent codynamics a(.). Suppose s → (G(s), A) converges to (G, A). Let k be an integer. Continuity tells us that there exists r k such that for all H,
Hence there exists s such that for all
By contradiction, suppose that F preserves limits, but F fails to be continuous. The fact that F is not continuous entails the existence of A, r ′ , G, such that for all r, there exists H(r) such that G 
Corollary 1 (Causality implies limit preservation). If a dynamics F is causal then it is uniformly continuous, hence it is continuous and it preserves limits.
Proof. Continuity is clearly a weakened form of Condition (i) of causality. ✷ The converse is not true in general, and will now be investigated in the finite case.
Finite case
In this entire section the graphs may still be infinite in size, but their set of states of vertices and edges are supposed to be finite. Both suppositions are necessary to obtain the compactness property, which works modulo isomorphism.
Lemma 3 (Compactness).
Consider the set of pointed graphs P Σ,∆,π with Σ and ∆ finite. Then for any sequence of pointed graphs (r → (G(r), v(r))), there exists a pointed graph (G, v), an increasing subsequence (k → r k ) with r k ≥ k, and a sequence of isomorphisms (k → R(k)), such that for all k we have
Proof. Outline. Because Σ and ∆ are finite, and there is an infinity of (G(r), v(r)), there must exist a pointed graph of radius zero G Fix such k. This yields F (R(k)G(r k )) a −1 (v) = F (R(k)H(r k )) a −1 (v) . However,
where we used (R ′ (k) −1 •a −1 ) = (a•R ′ (k)) −1 = (R(k)•a) −1 = (a −1 •R(k) −1 ) as given by Lemma 1. Similarly, F (R(k)H(r k )) a −1 (v) = R ′ (k)(F (H(r k )) a −1 (v(r k )) ). Thus R ′ (k)(F (G(r k )) a −1 (v(r k )) ) = R ′ (k)(F (H(r k )) a −1 (v(r k )) ). This entails that F (G(r k )) a −1 (v(r k )) = F (H(r k )) a −1 (v(r k )) . A contradiction. ✷
Invertibility
A causal dynamics is said to be invertible if it has an inverse. It is said to be reversible if this inverse is itself a causal dynamics. We prove that, as for the cellular automata, invertibility implies reversibility: if a causal dynamics has an inverse, then this inverse is also a causal dynamics. As in the previous section, the results only holds when the state space is finite. The proof of this invertibility theorem is similar to the proof that continuity implies uniform continuity, both proceeding by extracting converging subsequences from arbitrary ones.
General case
Without even supposing causality there is a few things we can say about invertible dynamics. Indeed, invertible dynamics cannot take a graph apart.
Definition 19 (Invertible dynamics
Lemma 4 (Invertible implies connected-preserving). If a dynamics F is invertible, then it is connected-preserving, meaning that for any two graphs
G and H, V (G) ∩ V (H) = ∅ ⇔ V (F (G)) ∩ V (F (H)) = ∅ .
